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BOUNDARY OF MINKOWSKI ARC
LENGTH IN MINKOWSKI PLANE

Y. D. Chai* and Young Soo Lee

1. Introduction

Cheikerian, in {4], generalized Crofton's formula and Poincare^s for

mula in the Euclidean plane to them in Minkowski plane.

For a convex set K in a Minkowski plane H.Flanders[5] proved the 

Bonnesen inequality in Minkowski plane:

pL—A—Tp2 > 0 for all p in the interval [rtn,rout] where L is Minkowski 

arc length, A is Euclidean area, T is Euclidean area of isoperimetrix 

of the Minkowski plane and rtn and rout are inradius and outradius 

respectively.

In this paper, We develop arc length formula and area formula 

for the parallel set in a Minkowski plane. As an application we ob

tain boundary of the ratio of Minkowski arc length and Euclidean arc 

length.

2. Preliminaries

For a centrally symmetric closed convex curve U enclosing area % 

and with center at the origin O of the Euclidean plane R? we shall 

assume throughout that U is smooth and has positive finite curvature 

everywhere.

A usual norm || - || on R? defines a Minkowski metric, m, using the 

formula

C1) m(z,g) = 虹二에,

r
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where ||x — t/|| is the Euclidean distance from x to 7/,and r is the radius 
of U in the direction of vector x — y. The set of points of R入 together 

with metric m is the Minkowskianplane^ M2. Certainly U is the unit 

ball in M조 and it will be referred to as the indicatrix. Given a norm 

£(•) on R% one can define a Minkowski metric m using the formula 

m(x,y)二二 £(x — y) so that unit ball is a convex set symmetric with 

respect to the origin.

To describe the Minkowski geometry associated with U and it유 re

lation to the Euclidean geometry of R? we begin with two vectors 

ei = (cosO, sinO) and % = (—cosd) which are orthonormal with 

respect to the Euclidean metric. Now let the boundary of U be de

scribed in polar coordinates by a function r(^). In searching for a 

substitute for the FYenet frame used in Euclidean geometry we set

(2) t(0)=rS(”,戒8)=詩奶一(爲)&伊).

Then we have

(3) % =(庶))侦0),碧=-W(W + 爲妙)

au au au

where h(6)=；而.

The trace of n(^),0 < 0 < 2?r, is a convex set Z, which is the so-called 

isoperimetrix, because it has the minimum boundary length (using the 

Minkowski definition of length) among all convex sets with a given 

area.(see [2] and [3].) It is easy to verify that I is polar reciprocal of 

U、with respect to the Euclidean unit circle,rotated through deg 90. 

We shall always denote by T the area enclosed by I. In terms of 

radial function r the function h = is the support function for the 

isoperimetrix /. Also I is up to homothety the unique convex shape 

which minimizes the Minkowski arc length of the boundary for a given 

enclosed area.

If X : [0,1] -스 R2 describes a differentiable curve,then
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(4)
z（x）=丄 qx‘（u））血=/ 为

is the Minkowski length of the curve. The Minkowski element of 

arc length at any point is related to the Euclidean arc length by da = 

r-1ds.

3. Parallel set and Geometric Inequalities in M2

DEFINITION 1. Given two bodies K and K the homothetic 9trans

formation of K and the Minkowski sum of K and K are the sets 

eK = {ey\y G K} and K + K — {x + y\x C K* € K} respectively.

The set of convex bodies forms the positive cone of a vector space 

under these two operations. The "thickening” of K with respect to K 

is given by K + eK with epsilon positive. When K is the standard 

unit ball, this latter set is the set of all points in the plane whose 

distance from K is less than or equal to e. The support function of the 

Minkowski sum satisfies h#+次: = & + 사顷, While K remains fixed 

and centered at the origin,we shall frequently wish to translate the set 

K. Translating K with respect to the origin corresponds to replacing 

K by K + acosd + bsinO for some a and b.(［이).

DEFINITION 2. Let K be a convex set of area A and Minkowskian 

perimeter L in a Minkowski plane with isoperimetrix I containing area 

T. Then e-parallel set is the set

(5) 瓦=K + eL

Let be an analytic closed convex curve which contains the origin 

in its interior. If 7x(。)is a support function of Jf,then the radius of 

curvature of K at q is 五(8) + 五"(0) so that the euclidean line element 
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of K at q equals to (h(0) + h"(0))d0・ Therefore the Minkowski length 

L(K) of K is

/*27T -I
⑹ 乙(K)=/(h^ + h"m—--de

Jq 尸停+万)

where 質(0) is the radial function for the indicatrix U of the Minkowski 

plane if the orientation of K is positive.

In the following theorem, we calculate Minkowskia교 perimeter and 

area of parallel set of convex set.

THEOREM 1. Let Kt be a t-parallel set of a convex set K. Then

(7) L(Kt) = L(K) + 2Tt, A(Kt) = A(K) + L(K)t + Tt2.

where L denotes Minkowskian perimeter and A denotes Euclidean area.

Proof. The proof is a straightforward calculation. Let h(0) and p(0) 

be the support functions of K and I respectively. Then the support 

function of Kt is ht(0) = h(0) + tp(6). So we have

1 [
（8） Lg = § + ht\e））——d0

=I 广（砲）+ 切（0）+ 典）+ tp"（e））~^—de

Z 丿0 + 2）

능 广（网）+喚））帚是严

十 r 사 1
+ 2/ （好）+P“（°））；莅蒔产

=L（K） + 2Tt
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and

I /2?r
(9) 0㈤)=M &伊)— 0'M))2)曲

1
=2/ (喚)—(如))2 伽

+ t / (狀。)"。)—£'(0)p'(。))曲 

Jo
1 /2tt

X%/ (成。)—30))2)费

=A(K) + L(K)t + Tt2.

THEOREM 2. Let K be a convex set of perimeter L in a Minkowski 
plane M2 with isopeiimetrix I, If we denote rt and ro by inradius and 

outraEfius of I respectively, then

(10) Lert <L< Lero

where Le is Euclidean perimeter of K and T is area of isoperimetrix.

Proof. Let Dl and D° denote 나ic Euclidean disks of radius r, and 

r0 respectively. Then we have

(11) K + 으 X + 〃 £ K + tD°.

So we have

(12) A(K + tDl) < A{K + tl) < A(K + tD°).

So from (7) and (12) we have

(13) Leri + 7rfr,2 <L + Tt< Ler0 + 7rtr02.

So if t tend to 0, then we have the desired inequality in (10).

F^om the Theorem 2 we have the following corollary.
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COROLLARY 1. Let K be a convex set with Minkowskian perimeter 

Land Euclidean perimeter Leina Minkowski plane M2 with isoperimetrix 

I.If we denote and ro by inradius and outradius of isoperimetrix I 
respectively, then rt < -^- < ro and g = 1 if and only if M2 is the 

Euclidean plane.

An easy corollary of the Crofton formula (Chakerian[4]) is that a 

con항eg hull of a closed simple curve has a boundary whose Minkowskian 

length is less than the Minkowskian length of the curve itself.

So we have the following corollary

COROLLARY 2. Let C be an arbitrary closed curve in M2, and rt 

and ro inradius and outradius of isoperimetrix I respectively. If we 

denote the Minkowskian perimeter and Euclidean perimeter of convex 

bull o£C by Z and Ze respectively^ then

(14) L<rlLe,r]Le<L.
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